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Clear and Present Danger
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE STARRING MICHAEL B. JORDAN! From Tom Clancy, the celebrated author of the Jack
Ryan series, comes the #1 New York Times bestseller that puts CIA operative John Clark front and center. His code name is
Mr. Clark. His work for the CIA is brilliant, cold-blooded and efficientBut who is he really? In a harrowing tour de force, Tom
Clancy shows how an ordinary man named John Kelly crossed the lines of justice and morality to become the CIA legend,
Mr. Clark. It is an unforgettable journey into the heart of darkness. Without mercy. Without guilt. Without remorse.

Battle Ready
Tom Clancy's Op-Center: Call to Treason is yet another gripping addition to the bestselling series masterminded by Tom
Clancy and Steve Pieczenik. The Op-Center's budget is slashed, leaving General Mike Rodgers in the market for a new job.
When presidential candidiate Senator Donald Orr recruits Rodgers to act as his military advisor, it sounds like a perfect
transition. There's just one problem. A spree of deaths may be tied to Orr's presidential run and Rodgers must decide
whether to sign on or shut it down.

The Archimedes Effect
The assassination of the director of Net Force hurtles Deputy Director Alex Michaels into the perilous world of international
intrigue as he confronts a deadly gang of cyber-terrorists who are sabotaging mainframe computers across the country,
leaving chaos and death in their wake. Original. TV tie-in.
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One is the Loneliest Number
NOW A NATIONAL BESTSELLER The return of the cutting-edge thriller series Net Force, created by Tom Clancy and Steve
Pieczenik and written by Jerome Preisler. The number one threat to our nation’s security is in cyberspace. The new US
president wants to tackle the urgent problem head-on and launches a top secret line of defense: Net Force. But before the
organization can be announced, the country is hit by an unprecedented, two-pronged terror attack. Not yet empowered by
Congress nor embraced by a dubious intelligence community, still untested, unproven and officially unnamed, Net Force’s
elite group of cyber experts and field operatives must lead the fight against the ongoing waves of hacks while tracking
down the mastermind. Their failure could mean global catastrophe. Success may lead them to become the highest-level
security agency in the United States. A story that seems ripped from tomorrow’s headlines, Net Force: Dark Web relaunches
one of the most prescient thriller series at a time when cybersecurity is more vital than ever.

Cassette Books
The assassination of the director of Net Force hurtles Deputy Director Alex Michaels into the perilous world of international
intrigue as he confronts a deadly gang of cyber-terrorists who are sabotaging mainframe computers across the country,
leaving chaos and death in their wake. Original. TV tie-in.

Indiana Jones and the Army of the Dead
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JACK RYAN NOVEL “A harrowing tale…Clancy keeps you riveted with political
intrigue and military maneuvering [and] sends you rushing headlong to the book’s stunning conclusion.”—USA Today
Bestselling author Tom Clancy takes a bold, incisive look at what our nation’s leaders are calling “the new world order.” The
time and place: a world at peace, where yesterday’s enemies are tomorrow’s allies. The players: Jack Ryan as the new U.S.
President’s National Security Advisor, and his CIA colleagues, John Clark and Domingo Chavez. The crisis: a shocking chain
of events in which the wages of peace are as fully complex—and devastating—as those of war. “[Debt of Honor] traces the
financial, political, military, and personal machinations that drive America into the next major global war…A
SHOCKER.”—Entertainment Weekly

Tom Clancy's Net Force: The Deadliest Game
Examines the art of war and peace as seen by a retired Marine general, chronicling the evolution of the U.S. Marine Corps
through the Vietnam era to the new realities of the military in the post-Cold War, post-September 11th era.
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Night Moves
In this #1 New York Times bestselling John Clark thriller, author Tom Clancy takes readers into the shadowy world of antiterrorism and gets closer to reality than any government would care to admit Ex-Navy SEAL John Clark has been named the
head of Rainbow, an international task force dedicated to combating terrorism. In a trial by fire, Clark is confronted with a
violent chain of seemingly separate international incidents. But there is no way to predict the real threat: a group of
terrorists like none the world has ever encountered, a band of men and women so extreme that their success could literally
mean the end of life on earth as we know it.

Hidden Agendas
A half-dead Singapore pirate is plucked from the Celebes Sea in the Western Pacific, setting off alarms halfway around the
world in Washington, D.C. Traces of radiation are found on the man, causing Australian officials to call in Op-Center for a topsecret investigation of nuclear disposal sites. When an empty drum from a recent drop-off is discovered near where the
pirate's ship was destroyed, the Op-Center team comes to a terrifying conclusion: A multinational corporation hired to
dispose of nuclear waste is selling it instead-to a most unlikely terrorist

The Vastalimi Gambit
The skies will never be the same after this pulse-pounding thriller based on Ubisoft’s bestselling game, Tom Clancy’s
H•A•W•X®. Just as former football player Troy Loensch comes into his own as a United States Air Force pilot, the world of
warfare changes. A private military contractor called Firehawk takes over more and more operational Air Force programs. It
turns out that Troy’s uneasiness flying for the contractor isn’t unfounded. And when the CIA asks Troy for help investigating
Firehawk, he accepts—with explosive consequences

The Perfect Waltz
When a top-secret cargo train carrying materials for a nuclear weapons programme is destroyed, it's the first incident in
which information is stolen and deciphered. If Net-Force don't track the perpetrator down, it could re-draw the map of the
world.

Tom Clancy's Splinter Cell
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The Net Force must simultaneously find out who is posting top-secret data on the Internet while tracking a computer virus
that is wreaking havoc on the federal financial systems

Stellar Ranger
Sea of Fire
He is Sam Fisher: Third Echelon special operative. And when a cargo freighter loaded down with radioactive material is
headed towards the coast of the United States, he has minutes to disable the ship - or die trying.

Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon
The #1 bestselling author of The Collectors and Simple Genius returns with STONE COLDan unforgetable novel of revenge,
conspiracy, and murder that brings a band of unlikely heroes face-to-face with their greatest threat. Oliver Stone, the leader
of the mysterious group that calls itself the Camel Club, is both feared and respected by those who've crossed his path.
Keeping a vigilant watch over our leaders in Washington, D.C., the Camel Club has won over some allies, but it has also
earned formidable enemies-including those in power who will do anything to prevent Stone and his friends from uncovering
the hidden, secret work of the government. Annabelle Conroy, an honorary member of the Camel Club, is also the greatest
con artist of her generation. She has swindled forty million dollars from casino king Jerry Bagger, the man who murdered
her mother. Now he's hot on her trail with only one goal in mind: Annabelle's death. But as Stone and the Camel Club circle
the wagons to protect Annabelle, a new opponent, who makes Bagger's menace pale by comparison, suddenly arises. One
by one, men from Stone's shadowy past are turning up dead. Behind this slaughter stands one man: Harry Finn. To almost
all who know him, Finn is a doting father and loving husband who uses his skills behind the scenes to keep our nation safe.
But the other face of Harry Finn is that of an unstoppable killer who inevitably sets his lethal bull's-eye on Oliver Stone. And
with Finn, Stone may well have met his match. As Annabelle and the Camel Club fight for their lives, the twists and turns
whipsaw, leading to a finale that is as explosive as it is shattering. And when buried secrets are at last violently resurrected,
the members of the Camel Club left standing will be changed forever. With unrelenting pacing, stunning reversals, and two
of the most compelling characters in modern fiction, STONE COLD is David Baldacci writing at his breathtaking best.

Tom Clancy's EndWar
Don't Miss the Original Series Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan Starring John Krasinski! In this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller
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from Tom Clancy, Jack Ryan gets caught in a war between the United States and a Colombian drug cartel and uncovers a
shocking conspiracy. When Colombian drug lords assassinate both the U.S. ambassador and the visiting head of the FBI,
their actions trigger a covert response from the American government—a response that goes horribly wrong As the newly
named Deputy Director of Intelligence for the CIA, Jack Ryan should be privy to operations like the one in Colombia, but he’s
been left completely in the dark. With the help of field officer John Clark, Ryan intends to find out what’s really going on. But
while they expect danger from without, the greatest threat of all may come from within.

Rainbow Six
When Moslem fundamentalists destroy a key Soviet oil complex, the Russians initiate a plan of diplomatic trickery for their
seizure of Persian Gulf oil

Blood Test
The President is dead--and the weight, literally, of the world falls on Jack Ryan's shoulders, in Tom Clancy's newest and
most extraordinary novel. I don't know what to do. Where's the manual, the training course, for this job? Whom do I ask?
Where do I go? Debt of Honor ended with Tom Clancy's most shocking conclusion ever; a joint session of Congress
destroyed, the President dead, most of the Cabinet and the Congress dead, the Supreme Court and the Joint Chiefs likewise.
Dazed and confused, the man who only minutes before had been confirmed as the new Vice-President of the United States
is told that he is now President. President John Patrick Ryan. And that is where Executive Orders begins. Ryan had agreed to
accept the vice-presidency only as a caretaker for a year, and now, suddenly an incalculable weight has fallen on his
shoulders. How do you run a government without a government? Where do you even begin? With stunning force, Ryan's
responsibilities crush on him. He must calm an anxious and grieving nation, allay the skepticism of the world's leaders,
conduct a swift investigation of the tragedy, and arrange a massive state funeral--all while attempting to reconstitute a
Cabinet and a Congress with the greatest possible speed. But that is not all. Many eyes are on him now, and many of them
are unfriendly. In Beijing, Tehran, and other world capitals, including Washington D.C., there are those eager to take
advantage where they may, some of whom bear a deep animus toward the United States--some of whom, from Ryan's past,
harbor intense animosity toward the new President himself. Soon they will begin to move on their opportunities; soon they
will present Jack Ryan with a crisis so big even he cannot imagine it. Tom Clancy has written remarkable novels before, but
nothing comparable to the timeliness and drama of Executive Orders. Filled with the exceptional realism and intricate
plotting that are his hallmarks, it attests to the words of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch: "This man can tell a story."

Tom Clancy's Splinter Cell: Checkmate
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At the close of the twenty-fourth century, a series of revolutions has caused the galaxy to descend into chaos. With the
Galactic Union Army stretched thin, mercenary units have arisen for those who have the need—and the means—to hire
them… Kay, the alien member of the Cutter Force Initiative, has returned to her brutal home world of Vast on a mission of
mercy. Before she joined the merc team, she was a great healer. And now her skills are sorely needed. Hundreds of
Vastalimi—including her blood-kin—are dying mysteriously. But is the plague a work of nature? Or is it a bioengineered
virus, purposefully unleashed? Kay and Doc Wink will have to find out the hard way. With the Cutter Force light-years away,
the two find the odds against them—and on a planet like Vast, where violence abounds and life is cheap, they may be
facing a foe they can’t defeat…

Stone Cold
In response to the growing use of sophisticated digital encryption to conceal potential threats to the United States, the
National Security Agency has ushered forth the new dawn of intelligence-gathering techniques. The top-secret initiative is
dubbed Third Echelon. Its existence denied by the U.S. government, Third Echelon deploys a lone field operative. He is
sharp, nearly invisible, and deadly. And he has the right to spy, steal, destroy, and assassinate to protect American
freedoms. His name is Sam Fisher. He is a Splinter Cell®.

Debt of Honor
When terrorists launch an attack on Army bases throughout the U.S., Net Force must partner with Army Intelligence and the
National Guard to take down a cunning opponent who just might be one of them. Original.

Without Remorse
When a group of terrorists who call themselves "CyberNation," and consider themselves an independent virtual country,
seize control of the net and bring down the world's computers, the Net Force springs into action.

Point of Impact
The U.S. Army's Special Forces are known for their highly specialized training and courage behind enemy lines. But there’s
a group that’s even more stealthy and deadly. It’s composed of the most feared operators on the face of the earth—the
soldiers of Ghost Recon. When the American ambassador to Colombia is kidnapped, the Ghost Recon team battles its way
through rebels to rescue the man. But during the operation, they discover evidence of a new Islamic fundamentalist group
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that is being backed by South American drug cartels and rebel groups. The Ghosts follow a trail that leads them to uncover
the group’s true purpose: to control the choke points in the Indian Ocean and stop the flow of oil. This would mean billions
to the South Americans, and cause economic chaos all over the world. But as the team chases down their quarry, they soon
realize that their true foes have yet to reveal themselves…

Tom Clancy's Net Force
A computer security agency within the FBI, Net Force tracks cyberterrorists through the lawless corners of the internet—in
the first five novels of the action-packed series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Tom Clancy. NET FORCE HIDDEN
AGENDAS NIGHT MOVES BREAKING POINT POINT OF IMPACT

Tom Clancy's Net Force Novels 1-5
A man named Mohammed sits in a café in Vienna, about to propose a deal to a Colombian. Mohammed has a strong
network of agents and sympathizers throughout Europe and the Middle East, and the Colombian has an equally strong drug
network throughout America. What if they were to form an alliance, to combine all their assets and connections? The
potential for profits would be enormous—and the potential for destruction unimaginable. In the Brave New World of
terrorism—where anybody with a spare AK-47, a knowledge of kitchen chemistry, or simply the will to die can become a
player—the old rules no longer apply. No matter what new governmental organizations come into being, the only truly
effective ones are those that are quick and agile, free of oversight and restrictionsand outside the system. Way outside the
system. In a nondescript office building in suburban Maryland, the firm Hendley Associates does a profitable business in
stocks, bonds, and international currencies, but its true mission is quite different: to identify and locate terrorist threats,
and then deal with them, in whatever manner necessary. Established with the knowledge of President John Patrick Ryan,
"the Campus" is always on the lookout for promising new talent, its recruiters scattered throughout the armed forces and
government agencies—and three men are about to cross its radar. The first is Dominic Caruso, a rookie FBI agent, barely a
year out of Quantico, whose decisive actions resolve a particularly brutal kidnap/murder case. The second is Caruso's
brother, Brian, a Marine captain just back from his first combat action in Afghanistan, and already a man to watch. And the
third is their cousina young man named Jack Ryan, Jr. Jack was raised on intrigue. As his father moved through the ranks of
the CIA and then into the White House, Jack received a life course in the world and the way it operates from agents,
statesmen, analysts, Secret Service men, and black ops specialists such as John Clark and Ding Chavez. He wants to put it
all to work now—but when he knocks on the front door of "the Campus," he finds that nothing has prepared him for what he
is about to encounter. For it is indeed a different world out there, and in hereand it is about to become far more dangerous.
From the Paperback edition.
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Executive Orders
Society rogue Sebastian Reyne's search for a practical wife comes to a crashing halt when he dances with the effervescent
Hope Merridew--and is seduced into a delicious intrigue of sensuality and desire.

La Red Del Mal / Night Moves
When Samuel Walker Cox, the head of a major multinational corporation and major figure in world affairs, is exposed as a
former Russian spy, he will stop at nothing to protect his name, even if it means going up against Net Force. Original.

Tom Clancy's Net Force
Captain Scott Mitchell and his Ghost Recon team, a secret unit comprised of the most feared operators in the world, work to
stop a small band of renegade Chinese military leaders from triggering a battle to dominate the Pacific.

Red Storm Rising
Here comes a Clancy first: a new series of novels for young adults starring a team of troubleshooting teens--the Net Force
Explorers--who know more about cutting edge technology than their teachers!

Call to Treason
Net Force
Originally published: New York: Atheneum, 1986.

Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon
Searching for the fabled black pearl known as the Heart of Darkness, Indiana Jones, along with "Mac" McHale, must elude
the German and Japanese agents who are fast on their trail and survive an encounter with an enemy like no other on the
Island of the Dead before he can claim his prize. Original.
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The Teeth Of The Tiger
When Net Force explorer Andy Moore helps to program the virtual animals of the Cservanka Brothers Circus, he discovers a
black market of high-tech weapons software and hardware.

Tom Clancy's Net Force
A new phenomenon begins. Created by #1 New York Times bestselling author Tom Clancy Based on the bestselling video
game, this new series will take readers onto the battlefields of World War III with the technical savvy and explosive action
that Clancy fans have come to expect.

Net Force: Dark Web
When a brilliant and evil lunatic plans to take over the universe, Cinch Carston, a solitary ranger who rides the galactic
frontier, confronts the villain on a desert planet called Roget. Original.

Fighter Wing
The Net Force races to find the source of a dangerous designer drug--a potent and illegal mixture of pharmaceuticals,
psychedelics, and steroids that transforms its users into murderous rapists--sold over the Internet to wealthy clients.

Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon: Choke Point
When fellow student Roddy L'Officier sabotages Maj Green's latest virtual simulation program, he is exiled by the rest of the
Net Force Explorers, but the brilliant outcast has some other dangerous plans for them all. Original.

Tom Clancy's HAWX
The U.S. Army’s Special Forces are known for their highly specialized training and courage behind enemy lines. But there’s
a group that’s even more stealthy and deadly. It’s comprised of the most feared operators on the face of the earth—the
soldiers of Ghost Recon.
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High Wire
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA

Changing of the Guard
Now, for the first time, an insider's look at an Air Force combat wing -- the planes, the technology, and the people . . . with
Tom Clancy as your guide. Tom Clancy's previous explorations of America's armed forces, Submarine and Armored Cav,
revealed exclusive, never-before-seen information an the people and technology that protect our nation. Now, the
acclaimed author of Clear and Present Danger and Debt of Honor takes to the skies with the U. S. Air Force's elite: the
Fighter Wing. With his compelling style and unerring eye for detail, Clancy captures the thrill of takeoff, the drama of the
dogfight, and the relentless dangers our fighter pilots face every day of their lives . . . showing readers what it really means
to be the best of the best. Fighter Wing includes: Detailed analyses of the Air Force's premier fighter planes, including the
F-15 Eagle Exclusive photographs, illustrations, and diagrams An insider's look at the people behind the planes and
weapons Combat strategies and training techniques used by the U. S. Air Force
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